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Abstract

Purpose – Strategic alliances among organizations are some of the central drivers of innovation and economic
growth. However, the discovery of alliances has relied on puremanual search and has limited scope. This paper
proposes a text-mining framework, ACRank, that automatically extracts alliances from news articles. ACRank
aims to provide human analysts with a higher coverage of strategic alliances compared to existing databases,
yet maintain a reasonable extraction precision. It has the potential to discover alliances involving less well-
known companies, a situation often neglected by commercial databases.
Design/methodology/approach – The proposed framework is a systematic process of alliance extraction
and validation using natural language processing techniques and alliance domain knowledge. The process
integrates news article search, entity extraction, and syntactic and semantic linguistic parsing techniques. In
particular, Alliance Discovery Template (ADT) identifies a number of linguistic templates expanded from
expert domain knowledge and extract potential alliances at sentence-level. Alliance Confidence Ranking
(ACRank)further validates each unique alliance based on multiple features at document-level. The framework
is designed to deal with extremely skewed, noisy data from news articles.
Findings – In evaluating the performance of ACRank on a gold standard data set of IBMalliances (2006–2008)
showed that: Sentence-level ADT-based extraction achieved 78.1% recall and 44.7% precision and eliminated
over 99% of the noise in news articles. ACRank further improved precision to 97% with the top20% of
extracted alliance instances. Further comparison with Thomson Reuters SDC database showed that SDC
covered less than 20% of total alliances, while ACRank covered 67%. When applying ACRank to Dow 30
company news articles, ACRank is estimated to achieve a recall between 0.48 and 0.95, and only 15% of the
alliances appeared in SDC.
Originality/value – The research framework proposed in this paper indicates a promising direction of
building a comprehensive alliance database using automatic approaches. It adds value to academic studies and
business analyses that require in-depth knowledge of strategic alliances. It also encourages other innovative
studies that use text mining and data analytics to study business relations.

Keywords Strategic alliances, Knowledge discovery, Business intelligence, Web mining, Text mining,

Information extraction, Template-based, Chunk parsing

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Inter-firm collaboration has exploded in the past few decades. The nature of collaboration has
shifted from peripheral interests to the very core functions of cooperation and from equity to
non-equity forms. This phenomenon has drawn strong interest from analysts, business
strategists, and policymakers from various fields, including economics, management, public
administration, science, and technology (Vonortas et al., 2003).

Strategic alliances are defined as “contractual asset pooling or resource exchange
agreements between firms” (Stuart, 1998). It is a widely studied topic in strategic
management. A solid strategic alliance database would allow policy, innovation, and
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economics researchers to better understand this growing phenomenon. Many existing
databases, however, are narrowly focused and cannot link with other databases; many of the
private-sector databases are also too costly for researchers and students to access; and
traditional data-collection techniques and primary sources have been limited. The exclusive
reliance on a limited set of popular sources for related information also creates bias. Candidly,
these shortcomings also apply to the most frequently used and cited data based on research
partnerships (Hagedoorn et al., 2000). Policymakers, academics, and businesses have to deal
with the incomplete, outdated, and expensive products currently available.

The main challenges in constructing a better knowledge repository are not different from
many other fields: information overload and the limitations of human cognition. Currently,
the discovery of strategic alliances relies on humans physically reading news articles and
company reports and then inputting data manually, strictly limiting shared knowledge,
including the number of alliances that can be searched for (thus decreasing completeness), the
speed of knowledge updates, and increased cost (paying for researchers to manually comb
through records).

An emerging trend of business intelligence, a form of information technology, is using the
Web as arepository to study strategic relations between organizations, such as competitions
and alliances. It faces several challenges, however. First, alliance announcements are not
aggregated centrally, appearing in many places, such as news articles, trade journals, and
government filings. Second, the appearance of a valid alliance is rare compared to the number
of documents that require scanning. Third, alliance partnerships can take a variety of forms,
such as joint ventures, research cooperation, service cooperation, and informal agreements,
increasing the difficulty of seeking them manually using predefined keywords. Last but not
least, the framework needs to effectively handle large amounts of unstructured textual data
and accurately identify alliances. However, in these fields, few holistic frameworks are
available to deal with a real-world knowledge extraction problem such as strategic alliance
extraction.

We aim to address the limitations ofmanual work by developing an intelligent knowledge-
extraction framework to extract existing alliances from open resources, such as published
news articles. We aim to design and develop and IT artifact what could (1) support human
analyst by offering a wider coverage of strategic alliances with reasonable precision, (2) allow
more efficient alliance identification with the help of the framework. Following the Design
Science paradigm, the framework comprises unique components tailored to alliance
extraction: meta-search, dependency parsing, entity extraction, relation extraction, and
information integration.We evaluated the effectiveness of our framework in a case study and
compared the coverage of our approach with the gold standards: the Thomson Reuters SDC
database and expert judgment. Our research is a first step toward building an alliance
knowledge repository and thus provides rich evidence for strategic alliance–formation
studies.

We first review the characteristics of strategic alliance, current approaches to support
strategic alliance discovery, and the field of text mining. We then describe the challenges
associated with finding strategic alliances from massive amounts of documents and present
our alliance knowledge-extraction framework. Following our framework, we evaluate the
system through a case study. Finally, we conclude the paper explaining its contributions and
future directions.

2. Research background
With technological innovation and diffusion being the primary driver of today’s knowledge
economy and alliances becoming an ever-increasing source of technological innovation and
diffusion, economists, managers, and policymakers need access to information on those
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alliances’ successes and failures. This paper focuses on formal strategic alliances, not other
types (e.g., technology-focused partnerships). Table 1 summarizes a widely-used
classification scheme of strategic alliances based on the relations between participating
companies (Nooteboom, 1999; Yoshino and Rangan, 1996). These numerous forms of
alliances increase the difficulty of finding alliances manually.

2.1 Current methods to identify alliances
Table 2 summarizes each approach to identifying alliances with their pros, cons, and data
sources. Co-authorship analysis is a promising way to identify research and technology
partnerships (Joly and de Looze, 1996; Tsuji, 2002), but patenting levels vary by sector and
firm size, among other factors, so any alliance data based on that metric may be biased to
sectors with strong patenting traditions or needs. Filings with governments can provide
accurate results and have been used to study alliances across countries (Hall et al., 2001; Oxley
and Wada, 2009), but this method largely depends on the availability of filings and has low
alliance coverage. Press and trade publication analysis often work sin small-scale case
studies that identify the major partners of one or a few companies (Yan et al., 2016), but
tremendous noise and extensive human laborundermine its effectiveness without the use of
automated methods. Surveying alliance researchers and industry experts is another popular
approach (Heimeriks and Duysters, 2007), but they rarely cover all firms in a sector, and their
accuracy is contingent upon getting the right person—or group of people—to answer
questions at the firm level. Patent analysis and survey approaches are unsuited to situations
when policymakers need to know how generic innovation policies affect all players, and
survey or patent analysis approaches can bias economists’ perceptions of the inputs and
outputs associated with operating an economy efficiently.

2.2 Available alliance knowledge databases
As suggested by Schilling (2009), none of the existing databases maintained manually are
considered accurate reflections of the entire population of strategic alliances, only of subsets.
The Thomson Reuters SDC Alliance database is the most-cited and is populated by
information manually extracted from newspapers, trade journals, government filings, and
other press and news wire services. Thomson Reuters employees read these sources and,
upon locating an alliance announcement or information relating to an alliance already in the
database, update the database as needed. This data-entry has a time lag of many years,
however. Other alliance databases are available (Table 3). However, they provide even less
coverage of alliances by only focusing on specific industries and alliance types.

Alliance type Participating firms Example

Horizontal strategic
alliances

Competitors Microsoft and IBMpartnership

Vertical strategic
alliances

Upstream/downstream partners Toyota’s partnership with its suppliers

Intersectional alliances Companies with little similarity/
connections

Barnes and Nobleand Starbucks
partnership

Joint ventures Companies forming a new company Google and NASA collaboration on
Google Earth

Equity alliances Companies with shareholding
relations

Panasonic and Tesla supply agreement

Non-equity strategic
alliances

Companies with contractual
relations

Starbucks and Kroger partnership Table 1.
Strategic alliance types
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Approach Summary Sources

Patent data,
bibliometrics

Pros: USPTO; PubMed, Web of Science, etc.
High data accessibility
Clean, measurable data
Cons:
Missing innovative activities
Low data reliability because of
varied filling requirements
Missing alliances not reported in
English
Missing alliances not reported in
publications

Filings with
government offices

Pros: SEC; IRS; Dept. of Justice
High data reliability
Cons:
Lacking comprehensive information
Lacking comparability between
countries
Limited applicability to only specific
alliances types

Popular press, trade
publications

Pros: Collections of specific trade magazines and
news publicationsHigh data accessibility

Cons:
Limited focus on only documents in
English
Labor-intensive manual work
Information overload

Surveys Pros: Administered to firms, universities,
government funders, and laboratoriesQuantifiable data

Specific/in-depth information
Cons:
Low response rate
Lacking generalizability

database Size Scope Comments

Thomson
Reuters SDC

Over 500 publications,
corporate records, etc.

Any alliance in any sector might be
reported; no lower limit on value of
alliance

Considered the “gold
standard” for existing
alliance databases

MERIT-CATI
(now UNU-
MERIT)

English-language
publications for non-
US firms

Only records alliances with at least
two industrial members; no
government or university alliances

Does not cover US firms

CORE/NCRA Department of Justice
filings by private firms

Only those firms that register
alliances with Dept. of Justice

No longer maintained;
fewer firms filing alliances
with Dept. of Justice

RECAP Over 30,000 alliances
and detailed corporate
reports

Biotechnology alliances only Lack of data in other
sectors

BIOSCAN Tracks 2,000 specific
firms over time

Biotechnology alliances only Excellent details on these
specific firms; lack of data
in other sectors

Table 2.
Overview of research
strategies for strategic
alliances

Table 3.
Overview of existing
strategic alliance
databases
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2.2.1 Part-of-speech tagging. POStagging is the process of assigning a part-of-speech tag to
each word/token in a sentence. The POS tags consist of coded abbreviations conforming to
the Penn Treebank scheme, the linguistic corpus developed by the University of
Pennsylvania [1]. We also performedchunk parsing on the sentence text, which allowed
grouping sentence tokens into larger chunks, each chunk corresponding to a syntactic unit
such as a noun phrase or a verb phrase, helping both identify named entities and extract
alliance-related verb phrases. Both POS tagging and chunk parsing can be performed using
rule-based or statistical, learning-based approaches (Ratnaparkhi, 1996). Several open-source
tools are available to perform English POS tagging and chunk parsing, such as OpenNLP [2]
and LingPipe [3]. POS tagging and chunk parsing are considered syntactic analysis and
shallow parsing in the natural language processing (NLP) field (Molina and Pla, 2002).We ran
both types of parsing on the entire document set.

Figure 1 shows an example of POS tagging and chunk parsing results from analyzing the
sentence “IBM Corp. and Alvarion Inc. have established an alliance to offer wireless systems
to municipalities and their public safety agencies, Alvarion announced.”

2.3 Text mining and text mining–based applications in studying strategic relations
Text mining, the process of discovering knowledge and trends from unstructured text (Tan,
1999), is a promising technique that could potentially automate alliance extraction, as it can
handle large volumes of unstructured data (Fan et al., 2006). Information Extraction (IE) is
another important text-mining technique by screening out noise and extracting only
structured information, such as entity names and their relations, from unstructured text,
which can then be used for knowledge discovery (Nahm and Mooney, 2002; Mooney and
Bunescu, 2005).

Text-mining performance depends on sentence-parsing, of which three levels exist: (1)
Bag-of-Words (BoW) parsing, (2) syntactic parsing, and (3) semantic parsing. A simple BoW
approach suffers from high noise and dimension. Syntactic parsing, also called “shallow
parsing,” includes techniques such as Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, noun phrasing, and
chunk parsing. Semantic parsing, also known as “deep parsing,” is the most advanced
method. It represents a sentence with a dependency parse.

Figure 1.
Example of POS

tagging and chunk
parsing
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Domain-knowledge integration also plays an important role in text mining (Tan and Lai,
2000) by both reducing noise and keeping relevant information using input from domain
experts (D’Haen et al., 2016).

Most studies of text mining, however, focus only on identifying competitive relations from
single news sources. Other studies of cooperation and alliance neither distinguish between
alliances types nor rank extracted alliances by confidence. Alliance extraction is a more
challenging problem than general relations-extraction between two companies because
alliance evidence is sparse and takes a variety of forms. Thus, alliance-extraction techniques
need integration with domain knowledge.

3. Research questions
Data limitations greatly affect alliance research. Collecting all alliance data would allow not
only a more central repository of information but also research questions involving multiple
areas of investigation by providing an overall picture of strategic alliances.

Despite the development of text mining and its wide applications in many scientific fields,
to the best of our knowledge, no collaborations have been formed between the alliance and
text-mining research communities. To bridge this gap and meet the challenge of building a
text mining–based alliance extraction framework, we pose the following research questions:

(1) How canwe design a framework to automate the discovery of strategic alliances from
massive amounts of textual data?

To answer this question, we are specifically interested in looking into the following three
aspects: 1) finding the data sources; 2) identify the necessary steps in the framework; 3)
identify the appropriate text-mining techniques and theories to extract true strategic
alliances from high volumes of noisy textual data; and 4) A ranking algorithm based on
quality of alliances.

(2) Can our automated alliance discovery framework achieve adequate precision and
recall compared to human analysts?

To answer the second question, we are interested in two types of benchmarks. For a direct
comparison, if our approach is applied to the same dataset of news as what human analyzes,
will our approach extract alliances with reasonable precision and recall? Second, compared to
commercial databases, which was hand-crafted by many domain experts over time, will our
approach be a good complimentary tool that address the coverage concern of current
databases (Schilling, 2009).

4. An alliance knowledge-extraction framework
To bridge research gaps in strategic alliance discovery, we designed and built an automatic
knowledge-extraction framework to identify alliances. Our initial study showed that alliance
extraction from free text is even more challenging than other types of IE tasks because, for
one, strategic alliance information can appear in any type of news but not often. Our experts
found that 99%ofGoogle results were noise. This lack of alliance information in news articles
makes some well-performing learning-based algorithms, such as Support Vector Machine
(SVM), fail. This problem indicated that the construction of a set of relevant documents with
an abundant amount of strategic alliances was essential to extraction performance. The
documents being parsed by our framework needed to be both comprehensive enough to cover
most recently announced alliances and focused enough to avoid unnecessary noise.
Conversely, staying at the syntactic level of document-processing would not meet our needs.
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With these special challenges inmind, we designed the alliance extraction frameworkwith
the components shown in Figure 2. The final result of our text-miningmodel is a ranked list of
possible alliances. We later discuss each component in detail.

4.1 Alliance news document collection
The first step was collecting news documents containing company alliance information. The
corpus we used for alliance identification included news documents mentioning strategic
alliances formed by the company of interest in our analysis. We implemented a lexicon-based
retrieval by first having domain experts create a lexicon containing keywords and phrases
indicative of alliance relations, such as “partner” and “joint venture”. The terms in our lexicon
were proposed and scrutinized based on the experience and knowledge of business experts,
since overly general terms would have lowered the precision of the results and overly specific
termswould have lowered the recall rate. Next, we implemented ameta-crawler to retrieve the
relevant text documents indexed by major search engines, such as LexisNexis, Google News,
and Thomson Reuters, using a combined search for both the names of companies of interest
and lexicon keywords. When multiple search engines were used for meta-crawling, the
results of different engines were merged into a single dataset with duplicate titles and
contents removed. The purpose of using search engines that indexed news from multiple
sources was to avoid the bias of relying on one news source and to obtain a more
comprehensive coverage of possible strategic alliances (Chen et al., 2002; Lawrence and
Giles, 1999).

4.2 Pre-processing
The resulting documents from the focused meta-crawling were sent to pre-processing, which
involved the following three steps.

4.2.1 Document indexing. Document indexing involved data cleaning, document
tokenization, and meta-data extraction. Meta-data included the source of publication,
author, date of publication, length of the article, etc. These features are used in later steps of
our analysis. Word and sentence positions were also recorded. For a uniformmanagement of
data from various sources, we convert all source files into XML format to create to access
specific alliance evidence, such as specific dates or authors, information without which
validating database accuracy is difficult.

4.2.2 Entity extraction.Entity extraction extracts and classifies rigid designators (Nadeau,
2007). Entity extraction can be done using a rule-based approach, a machine learning–based
approach, or a hybrid approach. A rule-based approach focuses on extracting names using
many rule sets designed by linguistic experts. A machine learning–based approach employs

Figure 2.
Proposed framework
for alliance discovery
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a classification statistical model to solve the entity-recognition problem (Mansouri et al.,
2008). Our framework adopts a hybrid approach, combining rule-based and machine
learning–based methods and thus benefitting from the advantages of each (Srihari, 2000).

Because of our unique domain, we first established an organization name list comprising
publicly traded companies, major universities, and government organizations. We then
developed an entity-extraction rule set capturing features of organization names such as
capitalization and use of “Inc.” and “Corp.” Finally, we combined these results with amachine
learning–based entity-extraction system such as those developed by OpenNLP [4] and the
Stanford Natural Language Processing Group (Manning et al., 2014). In OpenNLP, entity
names are extracted using the Maxent library (Tsuruoka, 2006), which implements a
maximum entropymodel (Manning et al., 1999). The Stanford CoreNLP tool recognizes entity
names using a conditional random fields classifier (Lafferty et al., 2001). Entity extraction
performance was critical in our system, as it affected later alliance extraction quality. This
multi-strategy approach adapts well to the alliance domain in our analysis by helping our
system cover a wider range of organizations.

4.3 Sentence-level alliance extraction
After document pre-processing, the next two steps focus on the extraction of alliance
relations. In our alliance extraction framework, sentence-level alliance extraction tackles the
problem from an IE point of view by asking only whether each document and sentence
contains valuable alliance information or not. In corpus-level alliance ranking, it first turns
unstructured text into structured features and then predicts the likelihood of each extracted
relation being about a strategic alliance based on both document and sentence-level features.

4.3.1 Dependency parse trees.During sentence-level alliance extraction, each sentence that
contains a potential alliance is an alliance instance. We used a dependency parse tree–based
approach here, which presents different types of word dependencies organized in a
hierarchical structure based on the similarities in their grammatical roles in sentences. While
POS tagging and chunk parsing analyze syntactic structure, dependency parse trees analyze
the parsing of the semantic structure, called “deep parsing” (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005;
Culotta et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2000; Zelenko et al., 2003). To reduce time
and resource costs, we reduced the number of target sentences by only parsing the sentences
containing at least one organization name.

Figure 3 shows a dependency parse tree generated from the same sentence as Figure 1.
While POS tagging captured the syntactic structure of the sentences, the dependency parse

Figure 3.
Original dependency
parse tree
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tree captured their semantic meanings. This example used the Stanford Parse Tree (Manning
et al., 2014).

4.3.2 Merging chunks. The structure of an original parse tree is often too complex for
alliance extraction template–matching. To reduce the template concept space, we used chunk
parsing results from the previous step to simplify the tree structure by merging words into
chunks. The following rules were used to merge keywords of the same phrases into chunks.

(1) If a dependency d(w1, w2) is within the dependency class MODIFIER and not one of
RELATIVE_CLAUSE_MODIFIER, PURPOSE_CLAUSE_MODIFIER, PREPOSITIO-
NAL_MODIFIER, ADV_CLAUSE_MODIFIER, TEMPORAL_MODIFIER, PRECON-
JUNCT, PARTICIPIAL_MODIFIER or INFINITIVAL_MODIFIER, merge w1 and w2
together to form a compound entity.

(2) If a dependency d(w1, w2) is within the dependency class AUX_MODIFIER and not
COPULA, merge w1 and w2.

(3) If a dependency d(w1, w2) is within the dependency class PREPOSITION_MODIFIER,
and w1 is not a verb, combine w1 and w2.

We kept the main word of a chunk as its head.We could classify all chunks into noun chunks
or verb chunks. In the above example, seven chunks were extracted, as shown in Table 4.
Figure 4 presents the simplified dependency parse tree. After chunking all related words, the
grammatical structure of thes entence is simplified. Most of the remaining dependency
relations belong to dependency classes SUBJECT, COMPLEMENT, and PREPOSITION.

4.3.3 Alliance relation extraction. Alliance relation extraction, a challenging task (Witten
et al., 2004), involves annotating the unstructured text with entities and entity relations. The
methods used in extracting relations have two categories: learning-based and template-based
approaches, the former of whichwas not suitable here because few alliance instances occur in
news articles. Instead, we adopted a template-based approach, which relies on the
identification of templates carefully crafted by experts to extract alliance relations. The
identification of templates relies on (1) an initial expert domain lexicon, (2) an expanded
lexicon, (3) expanded Noun Phrases (NPs) and Verb Phrases (VPs) and (4) identification of
template. This process is illustrated in Figure 5. We listed the number of lexicon category,
keywords, NPs and VPs, and templates in the figure as well.

(1) Initial Lexicon. To identify final templates, we start with a domain lexicon (Feldman
et al., 1998, 2002). Many existing research on relation extraction has used simple key
phrase lists as domain lexicons (Bao et al., 2008; Lau and Zhang, 2011).

One major challenge to identifying alliances is that many “informal partnerships” share
similar keywords with formal alliances and are thus liable to incorrect identification as

Chunks Head

IBM Corp. Corp.
Alvarion Inc. Inc.
Have establish Establish
An alliance Alliance
To offer Offer
Wireless systems Systems
Their public safety agencies agencies

Table 4.
Extracted chunks from

IBM example
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strategic alliances. For example, customer and supplier relationships are partnerships, but
not a formal alliance. While we included all the keywords indicative of both partnerships and
alliances in our news search (crawling) phase, we had to differentiate between partnerships
and formal alliances by assigning them different weights during the alliance extraction
phase. Our domain experts further researched each keyword and decided their weights using
a combination of their domain knowledge and evidence from news articles. Table 5 presents a
sample of these keywords. Ambiguous keywords, such as “team with” and “work with”,
considered weak keywords for alliance extraction, usually retrieve more news articles than
more specific keywords. More specific keywords and phrases, such as “joint venture” and
“join forces”, which retrieve fewer articles, are considered strong keywords. In our
framework, we gave more power to strong keywords in extracting alliances.

(1) Expand Lexicon. To further expand our lexicon, we used WordNet (Miller, 1995) to
identify the synonyms of alliance keywords and added these keywords to our lexicon.
resulting with 21 keywords. In the classification phase, strong keywords, weak
keywords, andWordNet keywords were assigned weights of 3, 2, and 1, respectively,
to represent their extraction power.

(2) Expand NPs VPs.The next step is to expand the keywords into phrases, in particular
Noun Phrases and Verb Phrases. The phrases is one step to reduce Using these four

Figure 4.
Simplified dependency
parse tree.

Figure 5.
Template identification
process
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types of templates, together with our VPs and NPs, we finally identified a total of 68
templates.

(3) Identify Templates. Finally, the extraction of template was also domain-specific.
Table 6 illustrates a general template of verb phrases. By using a well-defined,
template-based extraction approach, Banko and Etzioni (2008) concluded that nearly
95% of 500 randomly selected sentences could be matched to one of the eight
categories listed here.

Most current techniques are based on standard datasets and extract many types of
relations not limited alliances. To make them work in a new domain, we studied both the
syntactic and semantic sentence structures of alliance announcements. Following Banko and
Etzioni’s (2008) templates, we found four alliance announcement templates (Table 7) we call
the Alliance Discovery Template (ADT).

Sothat the entity-extraction component would extract all organization names, we further
modified the relation-extraction step so the templates only needed to contain one organization
name. According to our template and a specialized lexicon list, we could predict the other
organization name. With the results from the simplified dependency parse tree, we could
implement the four modified templates in the following steps:

Template 1. If two dependencies d1(w1,w2) and d2(w3,w4) arewithin the dependency class
SUBJECT and w1, w3 are the same chunk, we extract w2, w4, and w1 as our candidate
alliance. This rule can be used to extract alliances that involve more than two
organizations. (We can check if w2 and w4 contain organization names.)

Expert identified keywords
Number of news

extracted
Keyword
frequency Power

Partner (partnership/partnering/partnered) 799 3,618 Weak
Joint venture/initiative 189 330 Strong
Alliance 183 904 Strong
Collaboration (collaborate/collaborated) 154 672 Weak
Team with (teaming with/teamed with) 1,602 1,989 Weak
License (licensed/licensing) 313 1,054 Strong
Work together (worked together/working
together)

44 310 Weak

Work with (worked with/working with) 1,554 4,331 Weak
Join forces (joined forces) 10 55 Strong
Total 4,848 13,263

Relative freq. Category Lexical syntactic pattern

37.8 Verb E1 Verb E2 (e.g., X established Y)
22.8 Noun þ Prep E1 NP Prep E2 (e.g., X settlement with Y)
16.0 Verb þ Prep E1 Verb Prep E2 (e.g., X moved to Y)
9.4 Infinitive E1 to Verb E2 (e.g., X plans to acquire Y)
5.2 Modifier E1 Verb E2 Noun (e.g., X is Y winner)
1.8 Coordinaten E1 (andj,j-j:) E2 NP (e.g., X-Y deal)
1.0 Coordinatev E1 (andj,) E2 Verb (e.g., X, Y merge)
0.8 Appositive E1 NP (:j,)? E2 (e.g., X hometown: Y)

Table 5.
Expert identified initial

keywords and their
news retrieval rates

Table 6.
Verb phrase categories

of template-based
approach (Banko and

Etzioni, 2008)
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Template 2. If there are two dependencies d1 and d2, where d1(w1, w2) is within the
dependency class SUBJECT and d2(w1, w3) is within the class COMPLEMENT, we
extract w1, w2, and w3 as our candidate alliance.

Template 3. We extract two noun chunks connected by a dependency of
PREPOSITION_between.

ADT Example

Template
1

Organization list þ verb (form, establish, forge, etc.) IBM, Sony and Toshiba form
chip R&D alliance

Template
2

First organization þ verb (join, work with, etc.)þsecond
organization

Red Hat joins top-level IBM
strategic alliance

Template
3

Noun (collaboration, agreement) þ conjecture (between,
among) þorganization list

The collaboration between IBM
and Geisinger . . .

Template
4

Noun (participants, partners) þ include þ organization list Participants include IBM and
GE Health

Feature type Features Description
Confidence

value

Sentence-level Lexicon weight (LW) Domain lexicon word
(strong)

3

Domain lexicon word (weak) 2
WordNet associated word 1
None 0

Entity extraction rate (EE) ≥2entities extracted by
multi-strategies

3

≥2 entities extracted by
single strategy

2

1entity extracted by multi-
strategies

1

1entity extracted by single
strategy

0

Template used (T) Template 3 4
Template 4 3
Template 1 2
Template 2 1

Document-
level

Sentence position in document (P1) Title 3
First paragraph 2
Last paragraph 1
Rest of the document 0

Sentence position in paragraph (P2) First sentence 2
Last sentence 1
Rest of the paragraph 0

Number of entity co-occurrences in the
entire document (CO)

More than 5 5
5 times 4
4 times 3
3 times 2
Twice 1
Once 0

Table 7.
Alliance discovery
template (ADT)

Table 8.
Features of ACRank
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Template 4. If two dependencies d1(w1,w2) and d2(w1,w3) arewithin the dependency class
COMPLEMENT and d3(w1, w4) is within the class SUBJECT, we extract w1, w2, w3, and
w4 as our candidate alliance. This rule can be used to extract alliances that involve more
than two organizations. (We can check if w2 and w3 contain organization names.)

4.4 Corpus-level alliance ranking
At the sentence level, we identified alliance instances using template-based relation
extraction. However, this method generated many false positives. Therefore, we transcended
template-based relation extraction and expanded from individual alliance instances to
aggregating individual instances with a corpus-level Alliance Confidence Ranking algorithm
called ACRank.

4.4.1 Alliance feature set. Each extracted relation instance takes on a different confidence
level according to multiple features. In our design framework, we identified six important
features (Table 8). The first three focus on the sentence-level view. Lexicon weight (LW)
examines the appearance of critical words and phrases relevant to alliance, which come from
the domain lexicon. These keywords are further classified into “strong” and “weak”
indicators of alliance based on their power in finding true alliance instances. These lexicon
keywords are further supplemented with their synonyms retrieved fromWordNet to build an
expanded lexicon with better coverage of alliance-related keywords. Extracted entity type
(EE) examines the contribution of each strategy to the extraction of organization entities and
the number of entities extracted in each sentence. Notice that ourADTonly requires one entity
to be extracted in a template and can predict the other entity or entities. However, the more
entities a strategy can identify, the higher its confidence value is. Also, a strategy has a higher
confidence value when it can extract entities that have also been extracted by many other
strategies. Template used (T) is derived from our initial study of template performance. In our
pilot study, we found that, regarding the number of accurate extractions, T3>T1>T4>T2,
and we ranked the template confidence value in that order.

Document-level features include two positional features and the entity co-occurrence
frequency feature. P1 captures the positions of extracted alliance instances in the entire
article. The keywords in the title and the first paragraph of an article carry higherweight than
those in other parts of the article. Similarly, P2 captures the positions of alliance instances in
paragraphs. CO captures entity co-occurrences throughout the document. The more
frequently two company names co-occur, the more likely they formed an alliance.

4.4.2 ACRank. After constructing the feature set of an extracted alliance instance, we
looked at the appearance of the same alliance (containing the same organizations’ names) in
the entire news article corpus. Multiple occurrences of alliance instances reinforce the
confidences of relation extractions. Thus, we aggregated the confidence value of each alliance
instance in the scope of the whole corpus and derived the final confidence value of an alliance
as the Alliance Confidence Rank (ACRank):

ACRankValue ¼
Xn

i¼1

�
ConfidenceValueðiÞ

n

�
(1)

where n is the total number of occurrences of the same alliance in the extraction results.
ConfidenceValue(n) is derived from the six features described in Table 8 using formula 2:

ConfidenceValueðnÞ ¼ αLW ðnÞ þ βEEðnÞ þ γTðnÞ þ δP1ðnÞ þ εP2ðnÞ þ ζEOðnÞ (2)

where α–ζ are weights assigned to each feature.
In practice, we can empirically determine the optimal weights of α–ζ by labeling another

training dataset with a balanced number of alliance/non-alliance company relations. One
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possible approach is to follow a feature weighting scheme similar to that used by Pang et al.
(2002) in sentiment classification. We can calculate the sum of feature values in the alliance
instances and then divide it by the sum of feature values from the entire training dataset. We
can also use an effective feature-weighting learning algorithm such as RELIEF (Kira and
Rendell, 1992) or LFE (Sun andWu, 2008), which can make estimations of parameter weights
to optimize the classification performance. However, due to the space constraints of this paper
and the high cost of constructing additional training datasets, we will not include the feature
weight–optimization algorithms and simply give a weight value of 1 for all features in our
case study.

If multiple alliance instances of the same organizations exist, ConfidenceValue (1) to
ConfidenceValue (n)will be in descending order. We avoid a simple summation or average of
ConfidenceValue because it would greatly favor large organizations whose names appear
daily in the news. Capturing the alliances of mid-size and small organizations and foreign
organizations is also important. Thus, we introduced a degrading factor n as the denominator
in Formula 1. However, the strongest evidence with the highest confidence value is not
degraded.

We chose a ranking approach instead of a learning-based classification approach because
alliances do not appear frequently in news articles. Our pilot study showed that the learning-
based classification approach fails when the dataset is extremely skewed (i.e., few positive
examples). A ranking approach also gives researchers flexibility to judge possible alliances
later at their discretion. In our alliance-extraction results, even some rumored alliances might
interest researchers because they might become true alliances in the future.

5. Case study and evaluation
Following our framework design, we developed an alliance-extraction system for the
evaluation experiment. To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed framework, we
conducted a case study of alliances formed by IBM in 2006 because, as multinational and
technology-heavy, IBM has established numerous alliances with many organizations inside
and outside of the United States. The case study had three goals: (1) evaluate the effectiveness
of our sentence-level ADT-based approach, (2) evaluate the effectiveness of our corpus-level
ACRank approach, and (3)study the coverage of the Thomson Reuters SDC database by
comparing its alliances with the alliances extracted by our system and domain experts. We
chose Thomson Reuters SDC because it is the most popular commercial alliance database
that records all publicly announced alliance deals globally. It identifies a wide range of
strategic alliances which include R&D agreement, sales and marketing agreement, and
supply agreement between multiple types of organizations which include business,
government and universities based on the alliance mentioning made in the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) fillings, industry publications and news articles
(Schilling, 2009).

5.1 Dataset
An alliance meta-search lexicon was created by experts to search for relevant articles from
multiple resources. The lexicon contained keywords such as “alliance,” “joint venture,” “team
with,” “license,” etc. News articles were crawled from LexisNexis using this lexicon.
LexisNexis provides a meta-search function to search for full-text news from highly reliable
sources globally, including theworld’smajor newspapers, magazines, and trade publications.
When we combined news from multiple sources, the duplicates were identified and removed
from our news data collection. In our experiment, a total of 4,261 unique documents were
crawled. Since it would be unrealistic to ask a human expert to read through all these articles,
we randomly selected a subset of 1,000 news articles and asked an expert to manually read all
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the selected documents to define our human “gold standard.”From this news dataset, the
human expert identified a total of 63 true alliances.

Table 9 summarizes the statistics of our document collection and the extracted alliance
instances after running the ADT template extraction. Notice that the ADT method does not
require both organization entities to be extracted because the second entity can be predicted
with template slots. There were 23 alliance instances in total with predicted second entities
that would have been missed if the template had relied solely on EE. These unique alliances
were then ranked.

5.2 Evaluation of ADT-based extraction
We then compared our ADT-based extraction with two benchmark algorithms. Benchmark 1
used a co-occurrence–based approach, and benchmark 2 used a co-occurrence–based
approach reinforced with critical verb phrases identified by experts. The former assumed
that, if two organization names appeared in the same sentence, their relation was more likely
an alliance, given that it was in an alliance-relevant news collection. We expected that the co-
occurrence–based approach would achieve higher recall but lower precision because of the
noise introduced. Therefore, we added a co-occurrence plus critical verb-based approach that
extracted the possible alliances onlywhen both organization names and at least a verb phrase
from our domain lexicon appeared together.

Table 10 presents the performance of the ADT method compared to the two benchmark
methods and the performance of each template extraction. The higher precision of the ADT
method met our expectation because it utilized numerous linguistic parsing techniques,
including POS tagging and dependency tree parsing. It also owed its higher recall to its ability
to compensate EE by predicting the second entity in the template, while both co-occurrence–

Articles Total number of articles 1,000
Number of documents containing “IBM” 985
Number of documents containing two organization entities (co-occurrence) 642
Documents containing template instances 314

Sentences Total number of sentences 63,019
Number of sentences containing “IBM” 3,289
Number of sentences containing two organization entities (co-occurrence) 2,107

Alliance
instances

Total number of instances extracted by ADT 329
Number of instances extracted by ADT containing two organization entities 216
Number of instances extracted by ADT containing only one organization entity
(with ADT predicting the other one)

113

Unique
alliances

Number of unique alliances extracted by ADT 126
Number of unique alliances extracted by ADT containing two organization
entities

103

Number of unique alliances extracted by ADT containing only one organization
entity

23

Method Recall Precision F-measure

Lexicon only Co-occurrence 0.687 0.044 0.075
Co-occur þ verb 0.652 0.073 0.121

Template-based Template 1 0.558 0.511 0.528
Template 2 0.476 0.346 0.398
Template 3 0.114 0.571 0.186
Template 4 0.302 0.512 0.372
ADT 0.781 0.447 0.568

Table 9.
Summary of case study
data and initial alliance

extraction results

Table 10.
Performance of the

ADT method
compared to
benchmarks

ACRank
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based methods required two entities to be correctly identified in each sentence. Templates 1,
3, and 4 were better at finding alliances, Template 1 covering about 50% of the alliance
announcements.We later used the precision performance of each template as their confidence
levels in the ACRank component. In general, we found that lexicon-only method could
identify most alliances. However, this method also generated a significant amount of false
positives. ADT method provides a best balance between Recall and Precision with an F-
measure of 0.568.

5.3 Evaluation of corpus-level ACRank
Our second experiment evaluated the performance of the corpus-level ACRank by assigning
equal weights to parameters α–ζ in Formula 2 in Section 4.4.2. In terms of performance
measures, we adopted the classic information-retrieval evaluation metrics of recall, precision,
and F-measure for topN%–ranked documents. Formulas 3–5 show the calculation of these
three measures from the alliance-extraction results. We changed the number of documents
retrieved in the original functions to the number of alliances extracted to better fit our study.

P ¼ Number of correctly extracted alliancesðinstancesÞ
Number of all extracted alliancesðinstancesÞ (3)

R ¼ Number of correctly extracted alliancesðinstancesÞ
Total number of true alliances ðinstancesÞ (4)

F �measure ¼ 2PR

P þ R
(5)

Table 11 presents the precision, recall, and F-measure comparisons of three methods:
ACRank, sentence-level features-based alliance extraction, and document-level features-
based alliance extraction with 10–100% top-ranked extracted alliances. We also added the
extraction performance of an SVM classifier, a common machine-learning algorithm. SVM
classification produced a precision rate of 59.3%, recall rate of 32.7% and F-measure of 0.422
with no percentage cutoff points. Figure 6 plots the precision/recall rates of these four
extraction methods at different cutoff points from top10% to top100% of highly ranked
alliances.

The recall rate consistently increased for each method as we included more alliances until
the percentage of alliances reached 100%. In the ACRank results from the top50% of
alliances, the recall rate is still the highest of all the methods at 73.5%. ACRank’s precision
rate also reached the highest point of 100% with the top10% of extracted alliances included
and then gradually decreased to 44.7%when all alliances were included. With the top20% of
alliance instances included, the precision rate of ACRank was maintained at 97%, a precision
rate much higher than the rates of sentence-level/document-level features-based extraction
and SVM, showing that our ACRank was most effective in predicting the very top alliances
by having sentence-level and document-level features complement each other. The ACRank
method maintained its precision rate at 65.5% when the top50% of alliance instances were
included. Such performance is at a satisfactory level in comparison to many IE algorithms.

When looking at errors in our extraction results, we found three major causes of error:
unidentified or misidentified entity names, incorrect dependency parse tree, and insufficient
coverage of some alliance instances by our existing templates. These problems suggest that,
although ourADTandACRank achieved satisfactory performances, they havemuch room to
improve. One way to increase both precision and recall rate is to use a more powerful EE
algorithm and dependency parse tree. If we choose to add more templates to the model
beyond these four, they may achieve a higher recall rate at the cost of a lower precision rate.
We leave these questions for further investigation in future studies.
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5.4 Comparison between ACRank and Thomson Reuters SDC
In this experiment, we evaluated the precision and recall performance of our ACRankmethod
in comparison with ane xisting alliance database: Thomson Reuters SDC. We selected it as
our benchmark because most strategic alliance analyses are conducted manually using its
data. The ACRank approach is designed to be a superior alternative alliance data source for
researchers in addition to existing databases like Thomson Reuters SDC.

In the experiment, we compared the extracted alliances from our automated approach
with the alliances available in the Thomson Reuters SDC database. Due to the enormous
effort of data annotation by a human expert, the evaluation was done based on only1,000
documentsin our collection. From this dataset, experts identified 63 alliances. Table 12
presents the confusion matrix of the alliance extraction results from both methods, and
Table 13 presents precision, recall, and F-measure.

From these results, we can see that though the Thomson Reuters SDC database made no
identification mistakes, it only covered 7.9% of the total alliances identified by our experts
from the news dataset. This is consistent with Schilling’s (2009) conclusion that individual
alliance data bases can only cover a subset of the whole population of strategic alliances.
These comparison results demonstrate that the ACRank method can help build a much more
comprehensive alliance database than Thomson Reuters SDC with a much higher recall rate
(77.8%). However, in the ACRank extraction results, there were also 77 company relations
which were not considered as strategic alliances by the experts. These false positive alliances
significantly affected the precision rate of the ACRank. To further screen out the false
positive alliances from the extraction results, alliance researchers and managers can verify
the alliances, especially the alliances with lower confidence value by examining the news
articles linked to the alliances available in our system. Balancing between precision and
recall, ACRank method has better overall performance than Thomson Reuters SDC in
strategic alliance extraction, as suggested by their F-measure values.

Top
10%

Top
20%

Top
30%

Top
40%

Top
50%

Top
60%

Top
70%

Top
80%

Top
90%

Top
100%

Sentence-level
Precision 72.7% 60.6% 57.6% 54.5% 54.5% 52.8% 50.9% 49.0% 46.3% 44.7%
Recall 16.3% 27.2% 38.8% 49.0% 61.2% 70.7% 79.6% 87.8% 93.2% 100.0%
F-
measure

0.267 0.376 0.463 0.516 0.577 0.605 0.621 0.629 0.619 0.618

Document-level
Precision 66.7% 60.6% 53.5% 50.0% 47.3% 47.2% 46.1% 46.4% 46.6% 44.7%
Recall 15.0% 27.2% 36.1% 44.9% 53.1% 63.3% 72.1% 83.0% 93.9% 100.0%
F-
measure

0.244 0.376 0.431 0.473 0.500 0.541 0.562 0.595 0.623 0.618

ACRank
Precision 100.0% 97.0% 81.8% 69.7% 65.5% 60.4% 53.9% 50.6% 47.6% 44.7%
Recall 22.4% 43.5% 55.1% 62.6% 73.5% 81.0% 84.4% 90.5% 95.9% 100.0%
F-
measure

0.367 0.601 0.659 0.659 0.692 0.692 0.658 0.649 0.637 0.618

SVM
Precision 59.3%
Recall 32.7%
F-
measure

0.422

Table 11.
Performance of

ACRank with TopN%
alliances
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5.5 Applying ACRank to Dow 30 companies
To further test the performance of ACRank, we expanded the data collection to include Dow
Jones 30 publicly traded (Dow 30) companies, such as AT&T, Cisco System Co., and Boeing,
with an expanded timeframe of 3 years (2006–2008). Using LexisNexis, we retrieved news
articles about each company and identified alliance instances from each news article. We
applied both ADT template extraction and ACRank on the collected news documents
following the same procedure as described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. We compared the top 100
alliances ranked by ACRank with the alliances available from the Thomson Reuters SDC
database and calculated the recall rate based on howmany percentages of Thomson Reuters
SDC alliances could be identified using our approach for the top 100 ACRank results. To
understand the coverage of ACRank of SDC, we used three measures:

Worst� case Recall ¼ ACRankAlliances ∩ SDCAlliances

SDCAlliances
(6)

Best� case Recall ¼ ACRankAlliances

ACRankAlliances ∪ SDCAlliances
(7)

Overalapping ¼ ACRankAlliances ∩ SDCAlliances

ACRankAlliances ∪ SDCAlliances
(8)

In worst-case recall, we assume that only alliances identified by SDC are true alliances. In
best-case recall, we used a pooling evaluation approach and assume that alliances identified
by top-100 ACRank and SDC are all true alliances. This pooling approach is used in
information retrieval when the set relevance documents may be impossible to be judged by
human. The set relevance documents formed by creating relevance judgments for the pooled
top k results of particular systems in a set of experiments (Aslam et al., 2003, 2006). Since this
measure is only based on 2 systems: ACRank and Thomson SDC Alliances. It represents the
upper limit of the ACRank recall value, the name best-case measure was used here. We agree
that the result is biased since Thomson often has less than k (100) results. We also report the
overlapping ratio of ACRank and SDC.

Table 14 shows the number of news documents in our dataset, the number of Thomson
Reuters SDC alliances, the number of overlapping Thomson Reuters SDC alliances in the top
100 ACRank results, worst-case recall, best-case recall and overlapping ratio for each
company.While both theworst-case and best-case recalls are calculated based on the unlikely
situations where the ACRank method either does not add new alliances into the SDC

Expert-
approved

Expert-
disapproved

Expert-
approved

Expert-
disapproved

ACRank
identified

49 77 Thomson SDC
identified

5 0

ACRank
missed

14 0 Thomson SDC
missed

58 0

Precision Recall F-measure

ACRank 38.9% 77.8% 0.52
Thomson Reuters SDC 100% 7.9% 0.15

Table 12.
Confusion matrix of

ACRank and Thomson
Reuters SDC

Table 13.
Performance

comparison of ACRank
and Thomson
Reuters SDC

ACRank
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Company name

Number of
news
articles

Thomson
Reuters SDC
alliances

(2006–2008)

Overlapping
ACRank alliances
in SDC (from top

100)

Worst-
case
recall

Best-
case
recall Overlapping

3M Company
(MMM)

0 13 0 N/A N/A N/A

Alcoa Inc. (AA) 9,035 11 0 0 0.9 0
American Express
(AXP)

9,461 14 2 0.14 0.89 0.02

AT&T (T) 19,728 11 5 0.45 0.94 0.05
Bank of America
BAC)

31,105 8 3 0.38 0.95 0.03

Boeing (BA) 49,241 9 5 0.56 0.96 0.05
Caterpillar (CAT) 7,267 3 3 1 1.0 0.03
Chevron (CVX) 13,656 18 11 0.61 0.93 0.10
Cisco System Co.
(CSCO)

10,097 19 19 1 1.0 0.19

Coca-Cola Co. (KO) 24,043 8 2 0.25 0.94 0.02
DuPont de Nemous
(DD)

11,664 12 2 0.17 0.91 0.02

Exxon Mobil
(XOM)

13,884 4 4 1 1.0 0.04

Gamble Co. (PG) 11,221 6 0 0 0.94 0
General Electric Co.
(GE)

30,772 61 23 0.38 0.72 0.17

Hewlett–Packard
(HPQ)

27,200 16 15 0.94 0.99 0.15

Home Depot (HD) 24,733 2 0 0 0.98 0
Intel (INTC) 17,624 28 27 0.96 0.99 0.27
International Bus.
Mach. (IBM)

22,132 47 33 0.7 0.88 0.29

J.P. Morgan chase
(JPM)

32,084 3 0 0 0.97 0

Johnson and
Johnson (JNJ)

5,504 4 0 0 0.96 0

Kraft Foods (KFT) 2,549 3 2 0.67 0.99 0.02
McDonalds Corp.
(MCD)

0 1 0 N/A N/A N/A

Merck (MRK) 11,399 23 8 0.35 0.87 0.07
Microsoft Corp.
(MSFT)

59,975 95 87 0.92 0.93 0.81

Pfizer Inc. (PFE) 12,225 20 19 0.95 0.99 0.19
Travelers Cos. Inc.
(TRV)

510 2 0 0 0.98 0

United
Technologies Corp.
(UTX)

1975 0 0 NA NA NA

Verizon
Communications
Inc. (VZ)

21,357 15 5 0.33 0.91 0.05

Wal-Mart Stores 27,504 2 1 0.5 0.99 0.01
Walt Disney Co.
(DIS)

26,217 7 4 0.57 0.97 0.04

Average 0.48 0.95 0.10

Table 14.
Coverage of alliances
from ACRank top 100
and Thomson Reuters
SDC results for Dow 30
companies
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knowledge base at all or makes no mistakes in alliance identification, these two values
together give us references to the rangewhere the true ACRank recall value lies.We observed
that even in theworst-case recall, ACRank still achieved 0.48 in covering alliances available in
the Thomson Reuters SDC database, excluding the companies about which we have either no
news articles, or we have no records in the Thomson Reuters SDC database. In best-case
scenario, the recall reaches 0.95. True recall of ACRank should be between these two
numbers. While we observe overlapping alliances, the ratio is 10%. This again is consistent
with our IBM case study and what researchers have estimated (Schilling, 2009). This further
confirms that ACRank has the potential to extract additional strategic alliances to address the
coverage issue with current alliance database. At the last, ACRank can be a tool for analyst to
pre-screen potential alliances without the need to read all news articles.

6. Conclusions and implications
Strategic alliance information is increasingly important to economists, managers, and
policymakers in their decision-making processes, which depend on access to information on
opportunities and barriers for strategic alliances. Despite this rising interest, most
researchers still rely on manually constructed, low-coverage databases to perform analysis
and draw conclusions. Commercial databases, such as Thomson Reuters SDC, are the most
popular sources for the study of strategic alliances (Basole et al., 2015; Schilling and Phelps,
2007). Their alliance coverages, of course, are limited by the set of input documents which can
be read by their analysts in designated time periods.

In this research, we designed, developed, and evaluated a text-mining framework to
extract alliance knowledge from news. We combined many text-mining techniques, such as
POS tagging, dependency tree parsing, template-based extraction, and alliance ranking,
incorporating document-level and sentence-level features into its design. In the evaluation
experiment, we found our model extracted alliance information better than many baseline
methods, including the Thomson Reuters SDC alliance database and SVM classifier-based
extraction, especially in terms of recall.

This research makes strong contributions and implications in both text mining and
academic communities. On the text-mining side, ourwork addresses the challenging problem of
extracting entity relations from extremely skewed, noisy datasets using a combination of ADT
and ACRank approaches. We found a multi-strategy approach to improve strategic alliance
extraction using experts’ knowledge about domain lexicons and templates as well as various
shallow and deep parsing techniques. The same extraction framework has potential
applications to other areas, such as biomedical and social sciences, to extract knowledge of
interest. On the side of economics study, our study shows great promise in automating the
construction of a large alliance database with a more comprehensive coverage of strategic
alliances than many alliance databases currently available. This database would provide
critical information and rich evidence to economics and public-policy researchers. Though we
focused on the extraction of formal strategic alliances in this work, other types of business
relations canbe extracted, such as product-customer partnerships and competitive relations, by
extending our framework. All these relations combined can provide a “big picture” for business
researchers to study the business ecosystem and networked organizations. In a broad sense,
our work bridges the gap between information science and economics studies by using text-
mining techniques to bolster the study of a topic of major interest to economics researchers.We
hope this work fosters the awareness of cross-disciplinary research and inspires more
collaborations between business, management, social science, and information science.

7. Future directions
We plan the following: further testing of our analytical framework by applying it to
longitudinal news documents collected from more companies from many industry sectors,
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creating amuch bigger news document dataset for testing to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach in handling high volumes of data, further improving the performance of the
ACRank algorithm by adding features and templates and tuning the confidence weight
parameters for the sentence- and keyword-level features. We also plan to build an evidence-
based allianceWeb portal that allows researchers to link alliance records in the database with
alliance announcements from the news to facilitate various types of in-depth analysis and
visualization, such as frequency analysis, sector analysis, and trend analysis. With this
portal, ACRank is a tool to alleviate extensive human effort, and to provide complimentary
information that limited analyst may have neglected. Strategic decision maker, researchers
may screen out the false positive alliances by examining the news articles they are linked to.
This will assure a high coverage with much less manual effort, and a lower false positive rate
during extraction.

Notes

1. http://www.cis.upenn.edu/∼treebank/.

2. http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/projects.html.

3. http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/.

4. https://opennlp.apache.org/.
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